Abstract. Most distributed system specifications have performance benchmark requirements, for example the number of particular kinds of transactions per second required to be supported by the system. However, determining the likely eventual performance of complex distributed system architectures during their development is very challenging. We describe SoftArch/MTE, a software tool that allows software architects to sketch an outline of their proposed system architecture at a high level of abstraction. These descriptions include client requests, servers, server objects and object services, database servers and tables, and particular choices of middleware and database technologies. A fully-working implementation of this system is then automatically generated from this high-level architectural description. This implementation is deployed on multiple client and server machines and performance tests are then automatically run for this generated code. Performance test results are recorded, sent back to the SoftArch/MTE environment and are then displayed to the architect using graphs or by annotating the original high-level architectural diagrams. Architects may change performance parameters and architecture characteristics, comparing multiple test run results to determine the most suitable abstractions to refine to detailed designs for actual system implementation. Further tests may be run on refined architecture descriptions at any stage during system development. We demonstrate the utility of our approach and prototype tool, and the accuracy of our generated performance test-beds, for validating architectural choices during early system development.
Introduction
Most system development now requires the use of complex distributed system architectures and middleware (Balsamo et al., 2002; Vogal, 1998) . Architectures are quite varied and systems may use simple 2-tier clients with a centralised database; 3-tier client, application server and database divisions of responsibility; multi-tier, decentralised web, application and database server layers; and peer-to-peer communications (Balsamo et al., 2002; Shaw and Garlan, 1996; Vogal, 1998) . Using each of these approaches an architect has a wide range of choice as to where to locate data processing (e.g. client-side or server-side), whether to cache data (e.g. in an application sever to reduce database overheads), and whether to use combinations of architectural styles for different parts of the same overall system. Middleware used to connect distributed components of a system may include socket (text and binary protocols), Remote Procedure (RPC) and Remote Method Invocation (RMI), DCOM and CORBA, HTTP and WAP, and XML-encoded data (Gorton and Liu, 2000; McCann and Manning, 1998) . Data management may include relational or OO databases, persistent objects, XML storage, files. Integrated solutions combining several of these approaches, such as J2EE and .NET, are becoming increasingly common (Shannon, 2000) .
Typically system architects need to work within quite stringent performance (and other) quality requirements that systems implemented using their designs must eventually meet. For example, a system might need to be able to handle a specified maximum number of concurrent users with a particular user request satisfied in a maximum specified time. However, it is very difficult for system architects to determine appropriate architecture organisation, middleware and data management choices that will meet such requirements during architecture design (McCann and Manning, 1998; Grundy and Liu, 2000) . Very often architects make such decisions based on their prior knowledge and experience. In order to enable developers to get a more accurate assessment of architectural design decisions various approaches have been developed to validate architectural designs. These include architecture-based simulation and modelling (Chen et al., 1999; Liu, 2000; Woodside, 2001) , performance prototypes (Jurie et al., 2000; Gorton and Liu, 2000; Hu and Gorton, 1997) , and performance monitoring and visualisation of similar, existing systems (Chen et al., 1999; Topol et al., 1998) . Simulation of architecture and middleware performance tends by its very nature to be more or less inaccurate, giving results of limited usefulness. Performance prototypes may give much more accurate estimates of implemented system performance but require considerable development effort to build and any evolution of architecture design means new or substantially modified prototypes need to be developed. Analysing existing system performance through monitoring requires close similarity between the existing system and proposed system and often considerable modification may be required to gain any useful performance results.
We have developed SoftArch/MTE, an integrated tool allowing software architects to accurately test the performance of their architecture designs by generating performance test-beds from high-level architecture design diagrams. Architects sketch high-level system descriptions, including client, server, database and host elements, and expected client requests and server and database services using a visual Architecture Description Language. From these descriptions SoftArch/MTE automatically generates a ruable, multiple client and server deployable performance test-bed. This test bed code incorporates dummy code to generate client, server and database requests using the specified middleware and data management approaches and adheres to the specified architectural organisation. Our generated performance test beds are deployed and run on multiple client and server hosts, providing a realistic deployment scenario for the code. Generated code and deployed application annotations automatically capture performance measurements as the test bed code runs. Recorded performance data is then relayed to SoftArch/MTE where the data is displayed in the high-level architecture diagrams and by using external data visualisation tools such as MS Excel TM . Results from different test runs, architecture organisations and middleware and data management choices can be compared.
We first motivate our research with a simple distributed system development example, an on-line video system, back grounding the two previous research projects we have combined to produce the SoftArch/MTE tool. We critique related work into architecture and middleware performance evaluation techniques and then give an overview of the key elements of our SoftArch/MTE approach. We illustrate how an architect constructs a high-level architecture description using our currently-supported architecture meta-model elements. We describe and illustrate our extensible code generation approach that use XML and XSLT transformations to generate complex performance test bed code. We describe and illustrate the test bed deployment, performance testing and result visualisation process we have developed. We conclude with an analysis of the utility of SoftArch/MTE for performance analysis of software architecture designs and with a summary of our main research contributions and directions for future work.
Motivation
All distributed systems have a variety of non-functional constraints that an implementation of the system should adhere to, for example security, data integrity, reliability, performance, exception handling, user interface approach and so on Bass et al. (1998) and CSIRO (www.cmis.csiro.au/mte). One of the driving factors in choosing a particular architectural organisation and communications middleware for a system is to ensure these constraints can be met by a design and implementation derived from this architecture (Gorton and Liu, 2000; Bass et al., 1998; Shaw and Garlan, 1996) . One of the most difficult constraints to ensure is met during architecture (and system) design is performance. This is due to a number of factors: insufficient knowledge of detailed design decisions; unknown performance characteristics of many possible middleware and database choices; unknown performance characteristics of new and often existing software on particular hardware and network platforms; and the complexity of the design meaning combinations of architecture, design and implementation choices may never have been tried by the development team before (Bass et al., 1998; Gorton and Liu, 2000) . This makes validating architectural design decisions in terms of them meeting required system performance requirements virtually impossible during early design.
Consider the development of a system to support an on-line video store library , supporting customer on-line video search/reservation and staff in-store video rental management tasks. Some example interfaces for such a system are illustrated in figure 1(a). Just one of the many possible architectures that could be used to implement this system is shown in figure 1(b) . In this example, video store staff use desktop applications connecting to the database(s). Customers interact with user interfaces that connect to application servers, in turn connecting to possibly other servers and one or more databases e.g. holding staff, customer, video, video rental etc. details. Data processing may be centralised or spread across clients or servers. Middleware may be HTML, Java RMI, DCOM, CORBA, or XML. Server objects may be COM, CORBA or Enterprise Java Beans. Data management may use relational, object or XML databases, or files. The software architect typically has some performance constraints from a non-functional analysis for the system that any chosen architecture design must meet. For example, such constraints might include maximum number of users, response time for different user requests and data processing services, and so on. There may possibly be some further constraints that the architect needs to work within, for example some hardware and software constraints e.g. must run on Windows/LINUX machines; must run on low-end desktop machine; must run over 56 kbps modem connection; must use either CORBA or DCOM middleware protocol, must use SQL Server TM 7 database, and so on. In addition, if a system under design must interact with existing systems as part of their operation then the performance and other constraints of the existing applications and their deployment will impact the performance of parts of the new system.
To determine a suitable architecture to use for a system, and appropriate middleware and database choices, an architect typically relies on past experience. They often use rapid prototyping or simulation tools to verify that design choices will likely result in architectural non-functional constraints being met (e.g. performance, number of concurrent users, reliability and so on). Previously developed benchmarks for particular architectures and middleware choices can also assist in guiding design. In this paper we describe an approach to generating performance test-beds (essentially rapid prototypes) directly from a software architecture description. The aim is to enable architects to more quickly and iteratively understand the performance impacts of their architecture-level design decisions. This paper provides a more detailed description of the work previously reported in Grundy et al. (2001) , and includes a number of extensions to the architecture modeling, code generation and evaluation results.
Related work
The need to evaluate software architecture and distributed systems middleware performance has been long recognised by researchers and practitioners (Hu and Gorton; McCann and Manning, 1998; Grundy and Liu, 2000; ecperf.theserverside.com/ecperf, 2002) . The main approaches to assessing architecture and middleware performance have been the development of test beds (prototypes), the use of simulation and other modelling techniques to estimate likely performance of architectures, and the use of performance monitoring technologies to assess performance of developed systems. The first two approaches are usually used to try and understand likely performance of an architecture before constructing a full system or substantial part of a system based on it. The last approach may be used either before designing a new system similar to an existing one being monitored or may be used after having developed a system and then needing to gain better understanding of aspects of its architecture in order to improve its performance.
Developers typically build prototype performance test beds by hand (Gorton and Liu, 2000; Hu and Gorton) . This approach is usually very time-consuming for all but the most simple of architectures (Gorton and Liu, 2000) . If middleware selection is changed or if even simple re-organisation of the architecture design is made very often a whole new test bed prototype needs to be built to assess the likely performance of the new architecture. If when a prototype was first developed if failed to capture adequately the kinds of client/server operations or division of responsibilities that end up being embodied in an evolving architecture design, repeated modifications or replacement of the prototype are necessary. Given that most performance prototypes are in many ways fairly mechanical to produce Hu and Gorton it would be desirable to generate such code from higher level models of software architectures with the generated test bed code able to be easily regenerated when these models are changed. Benchmarks published for various middleware and database systems can be useful for architects to gauge possible relative performance for different design choices (ecperf.theserverside.com/ecperf, 2002; Gorton and Liu, 2000) . These are usually obtained from common benchmarking programs-basically performance test-bed prototypes developed for general use so results of technologies and vendor solutions can be directly compared. However most real system architectures are a complex mix of design choices (architecture layout and divisions of responsibility; middleware and database choices; and host machine and network characteristics). Accurate performance measures for a particular architecture design thus can only be gained from a prototype sufficiently close to the intended eventual system.
In order to avoid having to build continuously evolving performance test bed prototypes a number of architecture and middleware performance simulation and modelling methods and tools have been developed (Balsamo et al., 2002; Gomaa et al., 1996; ecperf.theserverside.com/ecperf, 2002; Juiz and Puigjaner, 2002; McCann and Manning, 1998; Liu, 2000; Nimmagadda et al., 1999; Woodside, 2001 ). These make it easier for architects to express and explore likely architecture performance by providing higher-level models of architectures and using these to produce simulated or computed performance estimates for the models. All of these approaches can only provide estimates of possible architecture model performance, however, as they factor out a variety of performanceimpacting attributes e.g. some host computer and network characteristics, performance of particular versions of application software and so on Ma et al. (2001) . In addition, the accuracy of the performance estimates are highly dependent on the details of the model used and the ability of the simulation and modelling techniques used (Juiz and Puigjaner, 2002; McCann and Manning, 1998; Lee and Offutt, 2001; Woodside, 2001) . This leads to performance results derived from abstract architecture model analysis possibly being quite inaccurate. In addition, the specification of architecture characteristics and the visualisation of simulation-derived performance measures are often predominantly text-based. These approaches provide software architects with low-level detail about architecture performance estimates requiring further analysis and visualisation.
The performance of deployed distributed systems has been of interest to developers for many years and has resulted in the development of a wide variety of middleware, network, database and software performance monitoring and architecture visualisation tools (McCann and Manning, 1998; Beaumont and Jackson, 1998; Egyed and Kruchten, 1999; Hill and Noble, 1999; Topol et al., 1998) . Many of these approaches aim to provide highlevel abstractions for viewing architecture structure and/or performance results (Egyed and Kruchten, 1999; Hill and Noble, 1999) . While Visualisations in many of these tools are often quite low-level i.e. tend to focus on low-level programmatic features rather than high-level architectural abstractions, some monitoring tools capture low-level performance information and aggregate this and present it to the user in a higher-level abstraction (Topol et al., 1998; McCann and Manning, 1998) . Most however do not present performance results in a form compatible with the same visual abstractions used when modelling architecture designs making interpretation of results more difficult. Most performance monitoring techniques require a fully developed system in order to be used. During architecture design the only way to get such systems to evaluate are to build prototypes or try and evaluate similar systems to the one under development. The former approach means much effort particularly if the design continues to evolve and the later is only useful if the two systems are very similar in likely transaction mix and structural organisation.
Many researchers have investigated ways of visualising software architecture structure and behaviour. These range from static architecture modelling approaches usually focusing on structure and to a lesser degree behaviour (Robbins et al., 1998; Kazman, 1996; Leo, 1999; Luckham et al., 1995) to dynamic architecture visualisation and metrics analysis (Egyed and Kruchten, 1999; Woodside, 2001; Liu, 2000; Grundy et al., 1995) . We chose to use our SoftArch architecture modelling and analysis tool in this research as it provides a mix of both static (structure and behaviour modelling) and dynamic (performance and other architecture metric visualisation) support facilities within one integrated environment .
Background: MTE and SoftArch
The Middleware Technology Evaluation (MTE) project at the CSIRO (www.cmis.csiro.au/ mte) has been working for several years on developing benchmarks for a wide variety of software architectures and associated middleware and database technologies. An additional aim of this work has been to better understand the impact of various middleware approaches and implementation technologies on system performance (Gorton and Liu, 2000) . This work has included assessing the performance of systems built using Enterprise Java Beans, DCOM, MQ Series, and Java Messaging Service, and assessing the relative performance of different vendor solutions using each of these technologies. The project team has built many performance "test beds" that have been used to gather performance metrics for a wide variety of middleware technologies and vendor solutions. These test beds are simple distributed system implementations designed to extensively benchmark performance of using basic distributed system architectural approaches implemented with particular middleware technologies.
Figure 2(a) shows an example MTE test-bed architecture used to evaluate the performance of basic J2EE-based enterprise applications. A simple order processing application was built using J2EE technology and some performance testing clients and server instrumentation code used to gather performance results (CSIRO, www.cmis.csiro.au/mte; Gorton and Liu, 2000) . Different J2EE server and database implementations can be tried out with the test-bed to measure their relative performance. Multiple client instances on different host machines can be used or a single client with multiple threads. Other MTE test-beds use different architecture choices e.g. J2EE Bean-managed vs. Container-managed persistence, and make use of different middleware technologies e.g. CORBA, MQ Series and .NET.
Figure 2(b) shows some simplified pseudo-code examples for example clients and servers used in the J2EE order processing test-bed. The client(s) runs one or more requests on the server EJBs and measure their performance. The clients can be quite complex, mixing a range of different server requests and reporting their performance. The MTE clients can also be configured to run requests on the server with no pause, to measure total raw transaction throughput obtainable, or with pausing between server requests to simulate user interactions with clients.
The results of these test-bed performance evaluations provide developers assistance in identifying the general performance characteristics of a range of basic software architectures using different middleware and database technology choices. However, a major problem of this approach is that in order to assess each middleware approach/vendor solution for different architecture designs, even quite simple ones, new prototype test beds must be developed. This is very time-consuming. In addition, these test beds only assess the deployment of the middleware solutions in simple, exemplar architectures, such as the simple on-line order processing example above. Developers must still extensively develop prototypes with additional details about their planned system architecture in order to get an accurate understanding of this architecture's likely performance.
In a different project we developed a tool, SoftArch, for designing complex software architectures, generating partial object-oriented designs and visualising fully-implemented system architecture performance . This tool allows software architects to model high-level architecture designs using a visual language and refine their designs using successive levels of abstraction into design-level classes. Figure 3 shows SoftArch being used to model a candidate architecture design for the video system in figure 1 . SoftArch provides a variety of predominantly graphical architecture modelling tools (1) and an extensible meta-model of available architecture elements, connectors and properties. It also provides a set of "design critics" (2) that monitor software architecture model changes and give unobtrusive user feedback. Data collected by performance monitoring annotations in code developed from SoftArch models is used to visualize running system performance at high-levels of abstraction using SoftArch diagrams (3), showing the user relative time consumption by architecture components as well as loading on network connections, object creation metrics and so on. We wanted to try and unify our MTE work and our SoftArch work to see if we could take SoftArch architecture specifications, which include key architectural abstractions, middleware choices, client and server deployment information and so on, and generate MTE-style performance test-beds directly from these high-level architectural models. From the various MTE test-beds that had been developed (CSIRO, www.cmis.csiro.au/mte), we recognized that almost all of these test beds could indeed be automatically generated and run from SoftArch models. To achieve this we took SoftArch's saved architecture models and used them as the input for a code generator producing MTE-style performance test bed code and batch control scripts. Our new SoftArch/MTE environment generates MTE-style performance test beds from SoftArch architecture design diagrams, automatically runs multiple tests and captures performance measures, and visualises these results back in SoftArch diagrams. The aim of this work was to fully-automate MTE-style performance test bed generation, deployment of generated code and scripts, and capture and presentation of performance results for software architects. This environment supports a rapid, exploratory architecture design process where architects can easily make changes to architectural design and middleware choices and from these high level system descriptions receive accurate estimates of the eventual, fully-developed system performance. This approach aims to much reduce architecture validation time and improve eventual developed system architecture quality from a performance perspective.
The SoftArch/MTE performance evaluation process
Performance results obtained from standard benchmarking suites and MTE-style prototypes provide accurate estimates of architecture performance as they run using real code on real machines. Similarly analysis of the performance of real systems via monitoring obtains accurate results as to architectural component behaviour when a system embodying an architecture design is deployed. However both of these approaches suffer from the effort to build performance prototypes or are only useful after a system has been implemented.
In contrast the use of performance simulation of high-level models of architectures allows architects to easily specify and evolve the architecture specification but at the cost of having to accept often very imprecise simulation results due the huge complexity in modelling all performance-impacting factors on a real system's performance. SoftArch/MTE adopts the high-level specification and results-presentation approach of simulation-based approaches. However it automatically generates real executable performance test bed code that is deployed on real client and server machines and is monitored to obtain accurate real-system performance results.
The SoftArch/MTE prototype environment supports integrated, evolutionary architecture modelling, test bed generation, performance analysis and evolution. Figure 4 outlines the process whereby software architects obtain performance results from real code generated by SoftArch/MTE. Steps 2-6 are fully automated. The architect first constructs a highlevel architecture design, specifying clients, servers, remote server objects and database tables, client-server, server-server, client/server-database requests and server services, and various kinds of connectors between these architectural abstractions (belongs-to, runson, network connection, etc.) (1). They also specify various properties: client, server and database host machine; number and frequency of requests (e.g. 1000 times; continuous; every 0.25 seconds; etc.); database table and request complexity (e.g. one row select; 100 row select/update; one row insert/delete etc.); middleware protocol (e.g. CORBA using Visibroker 4.0; TCP/IP socket using textual XML document; etc.); and so on. Available modelling elements and their properties are specified in an extensible SoftArch/MTE meta-model. The architect instructs SoftArch/MTE to generate an XML encoding of the architecture model (2). This is then passed through a number of XSLT (XML style sheet transformations) scripts (3), which generate Java, C++, Delphi etc. code, along with CORBA and COM IDL files, EJB deployment descriptors, database table creation and population scripts, compilation and start-up scripts, and so on (4). This generated code is a fully working performance test-bed, compiled without architects viewing or editing it (5). Compiled (deployable) client and server program code is then up-loaded to the specified client, server and database host machines by sending them to a deployment agent running on those machines via Java RMI. The generated client and server programs and appropriate database servers are started on all hosts and clients wait for a SoftArch/MTE signal (via their deployment agent), or a scheduled start time, to begin execution i.e. sending requests to servers. SoftArch/MTE client and server code annotations are usually used to capture performance measures, though we can also generate scripts to configure performance monitoring programs to collect performance measures. Once tests complete, deployment agents collect results (usually from client and server program output files) and send these to SoftArch via RMI (6). SoftArch annotates architecture diagrams in various ways to highlight the performance measures captured from running the generated test beds. SoftArch/MTE can also generate performance summary analysis and invoke a 3rd party data visualisation tool to show performance details and summary charts (we use MS Excel TM to do this). Multiple test run results using different middleware, databases and client/server request mixes can be visualised together. Architecture designs and their performance results can also be versioned within SoftArch/MTE and the performance results of these different architecture design options compared by architects.
High-level software architecture modelling
SoftArch is comprised of a meta-model defining all available software architecture modeling abstractions (types), a model containing software architecture designs, system requirements (constraining architecture design information) and software designs (design-level classes refined from architecture abstractions), and a set of "design critics" that automatically assess designs and provide unobtrusive feedback to users. In addition a visual meta-model editor and visual model editing tools provide (mostly graphical) viewing and editing support .
We have developed a SoftArch meta-model to support encoding high-level, complex software architecture designs for the purpose of supporting the generation of MTE-style test bed code. The main elements of this meta-model are shown in our visual meta-model editor in figure 5 . Details of the element types and properties are shown in The key architectural modelling abstractions we have defined for SoftArch/MTE include clients, servers, server objects, database servers, and database tables. Each client or server object may have one or more requests to another object or to a database. A server object provides one or more remote services, basically a grouped set of server-side requests, for multi-tier architectures. These client element requests and server element services may be used at the architectural level to represent a number of grouped implementation-level methods. An architectural element may represent a high level abstraction e.g. "Clients" or a low-level one e.g. "RemoteVideoDataManager". Architecture elements are linked by connectors of different kinds e.g. belongs-to, implements, data usage, method call, message passing, event subscribe/notify, hosted-by.
A number of properties for each of these architectural abstractions exist. These may be structural properties e.g. names, types, roles, arities and constraints over structure. These are denoted in figure 6 with "AP". Other properties are used by the performance testbed code generator e.g. number of times to call a server request, number of concurrent threads to create for a client or server, pause duration (if any) between making requests, number of rows and columns a database table has, number of rows expected to be returned or updated by a database query, number of arguments a server request expects and so on. These are denoted by "CG" in figure 6. Properties may have single values, multiple values or expressions. Structural properties express constraints over the architectural model and both structural and code generation properties are used by the SoftArch/MTE code generator in the production of test-beds code and scripts. Architectural abstractions may be successively refined by "refinement relationships" e.g. a highlevel "Servers" abstraction to multiple lower-level abstractions e.g. VideoDataManager, RentalDataManager, DatabaseServer and so on. Properties of these abstractions are also successively refined and consistency checking between supported .
A user of SoftArch/MTE is able to model architectures using these available abstractions which are understood by our test bed code generator. The architect parameterises software architecture designs with available element and connector properties. For example, they may specify a method call between client request and server service is implemented by CORBA and 100 calls are to be made, and have code generated to implement this in their test bed. They may then change this to RMI and 250 calls for generation of a new test bed and subsequent test run. The available abstractions can be changed or added to using the visual meta-model editor (e.g. to define a more specialised kind of architectural element or provide further characteristics about an element) but the test bed code generator scripts need to be modified if this is done. Figure 7 shows an example 3-tier architecture for part of the on-line video system modelled using the SoftArch/MTE meta-model abstractions from figure 5. In this example, staff and customer client programs have a number of requests that they can make on remote services hosted elsewhere e.g. find video/customer/rental, add/update rental item, update customer details etc. Some of these requests are simple (one remote call), others involve several remote requests. For each client, a number of "users" is specified and for each client request a number of times to call the remote service(s) and time to pause (if any) between invocations can be specified by the architect. This information configures the actual server loading tests that will be run by SoftArch/MTE's generated performance test-beds.
In this example the customer clients connect to a set of remote objects (VideoManager, CustomerManager etc.). These could be EJB objects/servers, CORBA or COM objects, CORBA server or DCOM server processes, Java Server Pages (JSPs), servlets or ASPs and so on. We use remote CORBA objects in most of our examples in this paper. In this architecture design, two remote objects are hosted by a single CORBA application Similarly, for this architecture design a single database stores data (customers, staff, videos, rentals, etc.) . Connections between architectural elements specify request/service ownership, clientserver-server connectivity and so on.
Various properties of architecture elements and connectors are specified via dialogues. These include number and kind of each request expected; kind of remote service, remote service requests, database table properties (expected number of rows/columns), client and server process hosts, and so on. Multiple views can be created by architects to enable specification of complex architectures or to provide various ways of viewing the same architecture design to help manage complexity. Figure 8 shows some of the properties for some elements defined for this architecture. Elements with a ' * ' have their properties shown at the right. Four different clients have been defined whose server requests will be run concurrently by the performance test bed. A single server defines two remote server objects. Each server object provides some remote services that are invoked by the clients across a CORBA middleware infrastructure. In this architecture (simple 3-tier), the serverside services run database transactions to select, insert and update data.
This video system could be realised by a wide variety of different architectures and middleware and database technologies to that shown in figure 7 . Each different architecture and middleware choice has advantages and disadvantages. The architecture from figure 7 provides a single point of failure and the danger of bottlenecking the remote object services and database server. In addition, different clients, client requests and server services may suit a different architectural arrangement. For example, simple high-volume read requests may be cached or split across multiple machines with mirrored databases, whereas different kinds of transaction processing updates are centralised on one or more machines according to their data access or remote object service access patterns (Balsamo et al., 2002; Gorton and Liu, 2000; Vogal, 1998) . Architects may want to use a different set of architectural design choices and compare their estimated performance metrics.
An alternative architecture design for our video system modelled in SoftArch/MTE is shown in figure 9 . In this design the architect has used a combination 3-tier and 4-tier architecture. Two CORBA servers host a RentalManager (2nd tier) and RentalDataManager (3rd tier) functionality. The RentalManager handles rental processing logic and customer database updates, while the RentalDataManager handles all data updates associated with rental processing. The motivation for this change is that the architect wants to discover if this splitting of server load will improve performance based on the expected clientrequest mix. The architect has specified different server-side services to invoke for each of the client requests, along with a different number of requests for each and differing delays between them. Some clients have a large number of concurrent threads (simulating a larger pool of likely users) while others a small number. The architecture elements, their types and some sample properties for this alternative architecture are shown in figure 10.
Generating performance test-bed code
From high-level architecture designs SoftArch/MTE can generate test beds that will provide realistic performance measures for a developed system based on the architecture designs specified. Note that the degree of accuracy will depend on the amount of information the architect specifies and the eventual accuracy of this information. The more precisely the architect identifies likely client->server requests and database updates and the closer the mix of specified requests on servers and databases are the more accurate will the performance testbed results obtained. We have discovered that architects will usually over-specify requests and database access/update number/frequency to get performance results at the "lower end" of the performance range of an eventual system i.e. will try and get pessimistic rather than optimistic performance results. During architecture design and system development the architect can always update their architecture design in SoftArch/MTE, re-run performance tests and see how the likely system performance may change. Our experiments to date with SoftArch/MTE performance test-bed results and comparison to implemented system performance have shown useful performance estimates are usually achieved from even a very small time investment in high-level architecture design.
The test-bed code generated by SoftArch/MTE is currently "deterministic" i.e. the specified number and ordering of client/server requests, number of threads, pauses between requests, and deployment of clients and servers onto hosts is fixed. The advantage of this is that architects can change parameters associated with architectural elements and the effects of these changes on performance results are reflected by the changes made to the generated test-bed code. In addition, the more "accurate" an architect wants the test-bed results to be, the more detailed a mix of client and server requests they can specify. The additional test-bed code that is generated will have finer-grained client/server/database code, resulting in both more fine-grained architecture element communication and more detailed performance analysis results for the architect. The disadvantage is that the architect must specify all parameter values for number of users/threads, number of transactions to try, time limit for results capture and so on. They may, of course, get these wildly inaccurate, and will the generated test-bed will capture performance results for this hand-crafted set of interactions. It would, however, be possible with our approach to generate test bed code that created random (within architect-specified ranges) number of threads/users, pauses between requests, number of client requests and so on.
The code generation process used by SoftArch/MTE is outlined in figure 11 . SoftArch/MTE converts the architecture design built by its user into an XML encoding of this design (1). A collection of XSLT transformation scripts and an XSLT engine (2) is used to generate the performance test-bed client and server program source code, IDLs, deployment descriptors, compilation scripts, deployment scripts, database table construction scripts, and so on (3). Client and server program code is compiled automatically by SoftArch/MTE using generated compilation scripts (4) to produce fully-functioning, deployable test-bed code (5).
We chose to use an XML encoding of our SoftArch architecture designs as this provides a design model that can be readily exchanged between tools and be processed by XMLoriented tools. It was natural thus to use a set of XSLT transformation scripts to implement our code generation. The key advantages of adopting XSLT-based code generation from XML-encoded architecture designs include:
• XSLT transformations are easily modified and extended, or new scripts for new kinds of source code, compilation script, IDL etc. generation added, without the need for complex coding or modifying SoftArch/MTE source • de-coupling of our code generation and architecture modelling and design representation • allows new meta-model abstractions to be added using the SoftArch meta-modelling tool that will add new XML items to our architecture representation without breaking the existing code generation; • allows other CASE tools to import the XML-encoded architecture designs at the beginning full system design/code generation
• will possibly allow other architecture design tools to generate the XML architecture encoding but use our code generation XSLT scripts. Figure 12 shows part of the architecture model (client request to server remote service) plus examples of XML-encoded architecture design information generated by SoftArch/MTE representing this information. (b) shows the client specification and (c) shows a server remote object specification. The XML represents the architecture elements, their relationships and structural and code generation properties. We found XSLT scripts applied to these XML architecture models provided us with a powerful code generation facility that was significantly easier and quicker to use than using standard programming languages to generate code (as we used in previous CASE tool projects ).
To give an idea of the way we used XSLT scripts to generate performance test-bed code, figure 13 shows part of an XSLT transformation script used to convert parts of the XML matching CORBA client requests into CORBA client code in Java.
The XSLT script contains Java code fragments that are "fixed" for all clients and XSLT instructions that copy values out of the XML architecture design encoding and generate Java function names, argument values, control construct expression values and so on. Each of the <xsl:value-of select=". . . "/> constructs is used to extract model element values to parameterise the code generation being done by the script. When each of the XSLT scripts is run for a given input file it substitutes the specified values in the XML file, referred to in the XSLT script by XPath expressions, for the actual architecture design values. This results in Java code files, batch scripts, deployment descriptors and so on being generated specific to the architecture design values given in the XML design encoding. Figure 14 shows an example of a Java code file implementing a client application program for the performance test-bed for the part of the architecture design and XML client data encoding shown. The relationship between architecture elements in the XML encoding and the resultant client Java program fragment is illustrated. Various parameters specified as properties of the architecture design elements in the XML encoding have been translated into Java code fragment values, statements and classes by the XSLT-based code generation script above. This client can be compiled and run and will perform using multi-threaded clients the specified number of server requests, collecting and outputting the total time taken for these requests for further analysis.
Different XSLT transformation scripts can match the same XML-encoded architecture data, generating different code. For example, corba-client.xsl generates server object lookup functions for encoded CORBA server objects, whereas corba-server.xsl generates object creation and registration code for this same XML-encoded data). These XSLT transformation scripts can be straightforwardly modified or new scripts added without requiring any SoftArch code or its XML encoding modification. We have found that this makes extending the code generation facilities of SoftArch/MTE much easier than language-implemented code generation. At present we have code generation scripts that produce CORBA, RMI, J2EE (Enterprise JavaBeans), Java Server Pages, Active Server Pages, ADO.NET and SOAP web service middleware performance test-bed code. All are implemented by different XSLT transformation scripts that are invoked by SoftArch/MTE on generated XML encodings of architecture designs. 
Testing and visualising architecture performance
Once performance test-bed code and script files have been generated the test-beds must be deployed, tests run and results captured and visualised. Our approach with SoftArch/MTE has been to try and fully-automate this testing and results capture process. A set of available test hosts are identified to SoftArch/MTE by architects-these provide the machines on which the tests will be run. Our aim has been to focus on providing a realistic deployment scenario where generated client and server and database test-beds can be deployed realistically and thus test results obtained be as accurate as the architecture description and generated test-bed code permits. We developed a "deployment agent" which runs on all available test-bed program hosts and is used to upload information about the host to SoftArch/MTE and to download SoftArch/MTE-generated test bed code and scripts, deploy the test-bed code using the scripts, co-ordinate the running of tests on the host and upload results back to SoftArch/MTE. Figure 15 outlines our test-bed code performance testing process. Generated code is compiled by SoftArch, using generated compilation scripts (1). The compiled code/IDLs/ deployment descriptors etc. and the scripts to configure and deploy these on a host are uploaded to remote client and server hosts using the remote SoftArch/MTE deployment agents (2). The deployment agents organise the uploaded code and associated scripts into suitable directory structures, run the scripts to properly configure the host machine, its database and registries, and to deploy the test-bed code.
The client and server programs are then run: CORBA, RMI and other server programs are started; EJB, JSP and ASP components are deployed into J2EE and IIS servers; database servers started and database table initialisation scripts run; and finally clients are started (3). Clients look up their servers and then await SoftArch sending a signal (via their deployment agent) to run, or may start execution at a specified time. Clients send servers requests, logging performance timing for different requests to a file (4). Servers like-wise log the time taken to execute their remote methods and database operations. Performance results are currently collected in comma-separated value text files. These results are sent back to SoftArch/MTE after tests have completed (5).
SoftArch/MTE collects the test results and aggregates them using simple data processing algorithms to form a unified result set for the performance tests. The results are associated with SoftArch/MTE architecture model instances using data annotation facilities built into the SoftArch modelling tool's repository. SoftArch/MTE then uses data visualisation techniques to display the results of the performance tests to architects, possibly using 3rd party tools like MS Excel TM (6). For thick-client applications the structure of the client-server relationships is straightforward, as illustrated in figure 16 . The client program is started (1) and it looks up the server object(s) it requires (2) which depending on the architecture design may be located on different remote hosts. When instructed by its deployment agent (3) the client runs its specified server remote request operations (4), collects the results of these (5) and the deployment agent uploads the results to SoftArch/MTE (6).
For thin-client applications, such as JSP and ASP-implemented server pages, SoftArch/MTE generates server-side implementations of these using (currently) JSPs or ASPs and these are hosted by a J2EE server or IIS server respectively (1). A "pseudo-browser" client running on client hosts is configured by scripts generated by SoftArch/MTE and run by our deployment tool (2). When instructed to perform its tests the pseudo-browser instructs its IE6 object (3) to request page(s) from the servers (4), which may in term make database or remote object requests. The pseudo-browser client generates performance results to a file (5) and this data is uploaded to SoftArch/MTE by the deployment tool (6).
The performance test-bed results currently include name of request/service, name of owning object/process/program, number of times called, overall time taken, and data stored/ retrieved. When collecting this data SoftArch/MTE records performance results against appropriate architecture client requests, services, client/server objects and program elements. Data is summarised across all test bed client and server instantiations to produce an aggregate test result. Summarised results include number of calls made by a request/to a service; average and total time to complete request/service; average and total time spent in a request/service; and average and total database accesses/updates performed.
Architects need these performance results visualised so that they can determine the overall performance of an architecture, view (where possible) the performance of parts of the architecture e.g. time taken in one server method vs. another vs. in database; and ultimately can compare performance results for different middleware and database selections and ultimately for different architecture designs. In previous work on the MTE project we used graphs to describe hand-crafted performance test-bed results (Gorton and Liu, 2000) . On the SoftArch project we provided a visualisation mechanism that allowed developers to visualise performance metrics in high-level SoftArch architecture diagrams by the use of annotations . We wanted to reuse these two approaches in order to provide architects with high-level views of performance results obtained from running generated test-beds.
We reused the visualisation techniques described in , which were originally developed for real, fully-implemented architecture visualisation, to automatically visualise our generated test-bed results. The architect requests particular performance results they wish to view and a range of architecture design element annotations are used to visually indicate light vs. heavy requesting/loading, small vs. large time consumption, small vs. large data transferral, etc. An example of such a performance visualisation is shown in figure 17 (1). This example shows an annotated form of the video system diagram from figure 7 after a performance test has been run. In this example, the annotations are showing total time taken for different architectural elements and their interconnecting relationship. Note that the performance results obtained from client and server objects have been summarised by SoftArch/MTE to obtain aggregate data which is what the visualisation is using to construct its annotations. We wrote a "visualisation agent" for SoftArch/MTE that is plugged into SoftArch and converts the performance results collected by from our generated performance test-beds into the same form generated by our code annotations as described in . This converted data is then used by our existing visualisation algorithm to generate the annotations illustrated in figure 17 (1).
SoftArch/MTE performance results are summarised into comma-separated value files by deployment agents. SoftArch/MTE further aggregates results from all deployment agents hosting generated client and server test-bed programs. Figure 17 (2) shows an example of performance result values for one client collected by SoftArch/MTE and opened for display using a MS Excel TM spreadsheet. When results are aggregated into a single result set across all clients and servers collecting performance figures these can be visualised in SoftArch/MTE or in other tools, such as MS Excel graphs. Figure 17(3) shows aggregated results from three separate performance tests of the video system. Each of these uses a different architecture design for this example system-multiple CORBA objects in one server process; remote objects split across 2 different server processes; and remote objects split across 3 server processes. SoftArch/MTE aggregated the results of generated architecture performance tests into one Excel file and then an MS Excel TM chart was used to chart these values for comparison by the architect. 
Discussion

Experiences with SoftArch/MTE
During our research work we have used SoftArch/MTE to help us evaluate the performance of several simple architectural designs for the video system. These designs involved different organisations of server-side functions e.g. single remote object with all functions; multiple remote objects each with different functions; multiple objects deployed on different hosts; and multiple instances of the same object on different hosts. They also involved centralisation of all database information and splitting of database information across multiple database servers and database server hosts; specification of caching for some data; threading and synchronisation choices for remote objects and their services (methods), and choice of different middleware (EJBs, CORBA and RMI objects) and database servers (SQL Server, Cloudscape and Interbase). We also generated thick-client applications (Java applications using remote CORBA, RMI and/or Enterprise JavaBean objects) and thin-client applications (using Java Server Pages and Active Server Pages). The thin-client applications have JSPs or ASPs hosted by web servers (Apache and IIS respectively) and have JavaBeans and. NET components generated to encapsulate data and remote object/database connectivity code.
The SoftArch meta-model and the architecture descriptions for these different client, middleware and database specifications are very similar with subtypes and type properties used by the architect to select different choices. Architecture designs are different assemblies by the architect of client, server, remote object, database, request, service and database table abstractions. For each kind of client, remote server object and middleware/database configuration we wrote XSLT scripts that traverse the XML-encoded SoftArch/MTE architecture specification. These scripts can be easily modified to generate differently-structured code. For example, we changed our thin-client generation scripts from generating standalone JSPs and ASPs to generating JSPs that use related JavaBean classes and ASPs that use .NET web components. This was to produce web server page implementations using more realistic design and implementation structures for testing purposes. The overhead of changing the XSLT scripts was very low with no changes needed to SoftArch/MTE or its XML model to generate these much more complex, fine-grained web server page test-bed implementations.
The main technical challenges we faced when building SoftArch/MTE include identifying and defining suitable architecture abstractions and properties; using XML encodings of architectures to generate suitable test-bed code; capturing appropriate performance measurements from the generated test-bed code; and providing useful visualisations of these measures to architects. SoftArch/MTE allows architects to model a range of high-level and lower-level architectural designs. Our experience with the tool suggests that when an architect can't model the architectural abstractions they want, it is usually due to an incompleteness of the meta-model and its associated code generation scripts. Currently it is not difficult for architects to extend these, but it can be very time-consuming and error-prone. More work is needed both to improve the modelling language of SoftArch/MTE to make it easier to model architectural abstractions and to improve its customisability. Currently only simple generated code instrumentation is used to collect performance results and simple aggregation and visualisation of these results is supported.
Performance results
To try and get an idea of the potential accuracy of our SoftArch/MTE performance test-bed generator results, we compared the performance of the video system 3-tier architecture test bed completely generated by SoftArch/MTE to the performance results obtained when running the same client performance tests on a fully-implemented version of the system's servers built as part of a previous teaching project. For this test we used a thick-client (Java application), CORBA middleware and SQL Server 8 database. Several services were modelled, including simple data access (e.g. findCustomer) and simple data updates (updateVideo) that in the real system are passed object parameters and perform simple business logic constraint checking and single database manipulations. Complex data querying (findVideos) and services with complex business logic processing and data update (rentVideo and returnVideo) were also modelled, that in the real system perform multiple database queries and updates. Two sets of results are summarised in figure 18. One shows averaged results across 5 test runs with 100 requests of each type to the server, using a single-threaded client. The second shows averaged results across 5 test runs for 10 of the same requests when 10 concurrently running clients are used (where other server threads run during network and database blocking). In each case, the same generated test-bed clients were run on both the generated test-bed servers and the hand-implemented servers (with some small Figure 18 . Results of generated test-bed server code performance vs. implemented server performance. hand-modifications to the generated clients to provide appropriate required parameter values for the real servers).
We also modelled the architecture of the Pet Shop reference architecture and compared a C#.NET version (a thin-client architecture) to a freely-available 3rd party implementation of this system developed by Microsoft Corp. using C# and ASP.NET. In this system, the servers include web page content construction (via ASPs) as well as database access, update and simple business logic. The clients were run with 8 concurrent threads and no pause between requests to the servers. Results are shown in figure 19 . Again we compared the results obtained running the same SoftArch/MTE client performance testing code on both generated test-bed server code and existing system hand-implemented server-side code. For the real Pet Shop system we again had to add by hand some example URL argument data to the ASP server page calls from the clients to ensure they worked correctly.
In the above tests, the performance of the generated test-beds to the hand-implemented systems was generally quite close. When a small number of server-to-server or serverto-database requests are made by the server-side abstractions, the results are generally very close, as in the Pet Shop example. With larger number of complex server-side services, such as the video system's rent/return video processing, the results can vary due to business logic in the real system which is not present in the generated test-beds, and due to additional synchronisation code. For example, the generated orderManagePage service in the Pet Shop example above lacks some synchronisation code that is in the real system, resulting in the test-bed performance being artificially very high. In addition, in both examples the test bed does not pass complex datasets between requesting objects and service. The performance impact of this is noticeable in the findVideos and findCustomer examples for the video system, where these services have multiple arguments in the real implementation.
We have also used SoftArch/MTE to help us model some other system architectures and compare the performance of different architecture and middleware design choices. We designed architectures for a micro-payment system Dai and Grundy that we have implemented as part of another research project which uses CORBA, J2EE JSPs and EJBs and relational databases. We modelled an on-line travel planning system used on previous research and teaching projects: one using a peer-to-peer decentralised RMI architecture, one using Java Server Pages and JDBC, one using Active Server Pages and ADO.NET, and a final variant implemented using C# and .NET SOAP web services. We have also designed simple SoftArch/MTE architectures for an enterprise workflow system and an integrated health informatics system (which provides a range of heterogeneous clients and servers using EJBs, XML and CORBA). With each of these systems we modelled a number of remote server interfaces using SoftArch/MTE and a mix of thick-and thin-client user interfaces. In most cases we modelled simplified forms of the architectures of the fully-implemented systems, with fewer client requests and server services than in the target systems.
In general, the anecdotal performance results obtained when running the fully-generated test-beds for most simple client requests and data-oriented server processing functions have been of a similar degree of closeness as the above examples, to those obtained by running the same client test programs against the manually-implemented servers. However, complex client requests and server services with program logic we can't currently model with SoftArch/MTE e.g. complex algorithms and decision logic affecting the number of subsequent remote object calls and database updates. These can thus provide very inaccurate results. In addition, SoftArch/MTE provides abstractions describing client/server/database request interactions an architect can only use SoftArch/MTE to model an estimated number of remote requests and data updates/accesses for such services. These may well be very inaccurate and be very different in the final system implementation. However, SoftArch/MTE can still be used to obtain performance information incrementally during development with the architect refining the estimated number of flow-on requests for a service to produce more useful performance estimates.
Evaluation of our approach
Key advantages of the SoftArch./MTE approach to performance test-bed generation include the ease with which architects can specify an architecture design and have realistic performance results obtained; the extensibility of our code generation and meta-modelling approach to supporting this performance test-bed generation; and the use of real code and machines to run the test-beds, thus obtaining "realistic" results. Our approach allows results like those obtained from hand-coded architecture and middleware performance analysis projects (Gorton and Liu, 2000; Hu and Gorton; McCann and Manning, 1998) to be obtained with much less effort on the part of developers. In addition, a major advantage is that developers can change their architecture designs and middleware choices, having their performance test-beds completely automatically regenerated and performance tests re-run. We have incrementally enhanced our toolset by adding new meta-model abstractions and code generation support (e.g. for modelling and generating thin-client applications using JSPs and ASPs) without impacting on existing architecture models and SoftArch architecture tool implementation. XSLT has proved to be a very flexible, powerful tool for implementing our extensible code generation facility from XML-encoded architecture models.
Our current approach to performance test-bed generation has some key limitations. The architect is constrained to use the provided meta-model abstractions and XSLT code generation scripts. In order to use other middleware, they or others must extend the SoftArch/MTE meta-model and its code generation scripts, the latter essentially programmatic effort. This work can be challenging e.g. it took us several weeks to build working EJB code generation and deployment scripts and around three person-months to build basic JSP and ASP thinclient generation scripts. As it is often hard for an architect to estimate the likely mix of client requests, database access and update requests and server-to-server requests in a final system when doing architecture design, such inaccurate loading specifications will naturally produce inaccurate performance measures. We had this experience when specifying architectures for our travel planning system and forgetting to account for some common client requests and server processing scenarios. This resulted in very unrealistic performance results being obtained compared to running the same client tests on parts of the fully-implemented system. However, it must be emphasised that all testing approaches (prototypes, simulation and even monitoring fully developed systems) suffer from this same problem when using estimated loading rather than using real users and real data. Thus any of these approaches to estimating system performance based on a certain architecture design is only that-an estimate. We have noticed the ease in specifying discrete client and server requests in SoftArch/MTE architecture designs does usually lead to architects, especially novices who have tried using the system, specifying overly-simple designs. However, we suggest tools like SoftArch/MTE not be used as a once-off architecture performance test-bed generator but have an evolving architecture design kept up-to-date with development work on a project. The architect needs to continually refine their model and more fine-grained client-server requests be specified as the architecture design evolves, re-running performance tests periodically to track changing likely eventual-system performance hot-spots.
An additional requirement of our approach is the need for a reasonable number of client and server host machines to be available to run test-beds on in order to obtain meaningful results. If only a small number of client and server hosts are available for testing, SoftArch/MTE can not directly estimate likely performance on larger numbers of machines due to the need to co-locate some client and/or server test-bed code that in reality would not be run on the same machine or use the same kind of inter-machine network. In such scenarios, an architecture performance simulation technique may be able to produce more accurate performance estimations by modelling large numbers of heterogeneous client and server hosts that are not available for a SoftArch/MTE user.
Future research
Currently SoftArch/MTE generates a performance test-bed using fixed values for architecture structural and code generation properties. The performance results obtained are fixed values of number of transactions performed or time taken for the transactions to complete. A possible extension would allow architects to specify ranges of values e.g. 9-12 concurrent threads; repeat request 4-6 times; and so on. SoftArch/MTE could run then run the tests with different values for parameters and report the results as value ranges. Alternatively it could select random values within the ranges and report results, possibly after running the tests several times. These approaches would provide software architects with ranges of performance results, including maximums, minimums and standard deviations. These may be more useful for architecture design performance analysis than the current fixed-value results reported at present.
We have been adding new code generation scripts to SoftArch/MTE and meta-model abstractions to support generating message-oriented middleware (e.g. Java Messaging Service and MQ Series) code and are looking to generate code for SOAP (web services) middleware, both for Java and .NET platforms. We are have implemented some basic C# code generation scripts in order to performance test architecture designs with this intended target implementation language. We are working on improved, richer performance result visualisations, including showing results for different test runs on (slightly) modified, overlapping architectures together. Currently SoftArch/MTE uses its own architectural representation in XML. We are investigating using a "standard" XML-based architecture design encoding, like xADL (Khare et al., 2001) or the XMI UML encoding, allowing other tools to use our code generation and deployment scripts.
We have recently been extending the open-source UML design CASE tool Argo/UML (Robbins et al., 1998) to provide a SoftArch-style modelling diagram and meta-modeller for these diagrams, with extensions to the XMI encoding used by Argo/UML to represent these architecture designs. We have extended the UML's support for architecture modelling to enable the specification of SoftArch/MTE-style architecture designs with test-bed code generation properties. This tool provides users with a SoftArch/MTE-style performance test-bed generator within a more common CASE environment. We plan to test this environment with industry co-operation on some large enterprise system performance analysis and tuning projects. We are also planning to investigate the extraction and update of architecture designs within this extended Argo/UML environment from Argo's OOD designs. This will allow users to automatically update their architecture fine-grained client requests and server services from an evolving system design, running re-generated test beds to determine how a system with an evolving, partially-implemented architecture is likely to perform if implementation is completed.
Summary
We have developed a prototype performance test-bed generator that automates the generation of performance prototypes, running of prototypes and visualisation of test-bed prototype performance using high-level software architecture models. Our SoftArch/MTE tool provides a high-level, extensible architectural modelling language that is rich enough to allow fully-working test bed code to be generated. We encode the Softarch/MTE architecture designs in XML and use a set of extensible XSLT transformations scripts to transform an XML-encoded architecture design into test bed client and server program code and compilation/deployment scripts. A deployment agent running on available client and server hosts is used to automatically upload compiled systems and to configure and deploy them. Test runs are performed and the performance results captured by client and server programs are automatically captured and aggregated by SoftArch/MTE. These results are visualised by either the annotation of in the high-level architecture design diagrams within SoftArch/MTE or by 3rd party applications like MS Excel TM . We have used Softarch/MTE to model a number of distributed systems, generate performance test-beds for these models, capture results and compare these results to performance measures obtained from hand-implemented, completed distributed systems. Our experiences have demonstrated that our approach provides a useful, accurate automated architecture performance analysis environment for these distributed systems. Main limitations of our approach include the need for a number of client and server host machines in order to get a realistic distribution of client and server test-bed programs, and the need for architects to identify and specify the "key" client requests and database processing for the architecture in order for useful results to be obtained. Use of SoftArch/MTE within a development process where architecture designs are continually updated and test-beds re-generated and tests re-run allows architects to incrementally refine their architecture designs and remain aware of the likely performance of a completed system based on this design. A tool like SoftArch/MTE can thus be used as a key enabler of proactive architecture design and performance-directed architecture evolutionary development.
